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What did we do good in the last Sprint? Votes

Daily slack channel was a great idea, it definitely helps with keeping team
up to date what everyone is doing

6

I think we planned sprint very well, even though we were a little late with
defining tasks

4

We started to use Jira better and more often 3

We defined tasks better. 3

We started to work better as a team 2

Tasks have been better splinted and no one take in charge of a lot of
things

1

What did we do bad in the last Sprint? Votes

Planning and starting the sprint, we didn't plan everything for sprint when
it started (we fixed this with additional meeting)

5

Notifying on time if we will not be able to join the meeting. Not when the
meeting is starting.

4

Some tasks took too long to finish. 2

What can be improved in the next Sprint? Votes

Sprint planning can be more accurate, telling expected complete date so
to be able to manage linked tasks

3

Backend tasks should be finished before frontend tasks or there should
be more collaboration between connected tasks on frontend and bakend

3

Write in Slack channel if we will not be able to join the meeting in
advance(at least half hour or hour before meeting)

3

have one additional meeting on Tuesday for planning the next sprint and
on Monday focus to end the current sprint

3

Action Items Votes

Make sure to track the progress of the ticket on JIRA in order to have a
better burndown chart.

0

Split SPRINT planning and retro in separate meetings 0



Notify the team if you'll be able to join the meeting at least 30mins before
the meeting starts.

0

If you are not done with the ticket and you don't plan to do it anymore
today, leave a status update and the branch name in it the JIRA.

0

If you have no tickets to do, ping the team and check if you can help
anyone with their tasks

0

Start to use the priority marks if tasks are more/less urgent 0

Assign all of the tasks at the planning phase 0

If there are any uncertainties regarding the task, ping the team for
clarification

0

Add a due date on every ticket in sprint so to be able to manage linked
tasks

0


